Precision torque measurement is essential in engine and transmission testing, turbine testing, pump testing, and testing of gear trains and power measurement within propulsion systems.

BACKGROUND

Monitoring torque can be critical to optimizing the design of axles, drive trains, gear drives, and electric and hydraulic motors, as well as gas and steam turbines. In short, if it rotates or spins on a shaft, spindle, or axle, it creates torque that can be measured. Therefore, it can benefit from improved, more accurate torque measurement.

Rotary torque applications currently utilize traditional flange drive and keyed shaft drive torque sensors. As testing requirements demand higher frequency response, simplified installation, and reduced down-time associated with bearing wear, users demand a more accurate, versatile non-contact rotary torque sensor.

With the technology incorporated in the Honeywell TMS 9250 Torque Measurement System, the industry has evolved from slip rings and bearings to the digital age. As the latest technology for torque measurement, digital telemetry can provide these advantages for end users and manufacturers of dynamometers and test stands in transportation, aerospace/defense, heavy equipment, wind energy, and industrial or factory automation applications.
THE SOLUTION

Honeywell’s TMS 9250 Torque Measurement System represents an advanced generation of rotary transformer sensors designed to operate completely in the digital domain for accurate measurement and output versatility. The TMS 9250 offers new options for mounting, installing, sensing, controlling, actuating, collecting data, and reporting data. It’s fast, accurate, flexible, requires less maintenance, and is simple to install.

The TMS 9250 provides non-contact torque measurement through digital telemetry on rotating parts and its fully digital, wireless design enables higher integrity of the torque data capture through higher resolution, higher sensitivity, faster response, and no mechanical interferences. The result is a more accurate indication of the actual torque being experienced, plus an increase in reliability. This digital wireless telemetry system also supplies excitation power to the rotating sensor across the gap and supports virtually unlimited testing capabilities.

True torque measurement.
Slip ring and rotary transformers are less reliable methods to measure true torque, offering only limited transmission speeds and providing lower resolution data. Mechanical in nature, they create friction and are subject to mechanical wear. Since there is no mechanical interference with Honeywell’s TMS 9250 non-contact digital telemetry design, users realize more accurate data measurement with faster response and better performance. Digital input ensures greater integrity of the overall system data through higher resolution torque data capture, resulting in 0.05 % full scale, total system accuracy. The high torsional stiffness inherent in the TMS 9250 is less impacted by any external variables while its low rotating inertia gives a clearer, better data response.

Easy configuration.
Honeywell’s modular design is readily adapted to many different types of test stands to meet specific test application requirements, such as flanges, shafts, integral couplings and so on. Multiple mechanical configurations are available, including DIN, SAE, integral coupling, shaft-to-shaft and custom mounting.

Simple installation, setup, and operation.
The TMS 9250 is light, compact and has quick-attach wiring connectors for fast commissioning. Its easy setup parameters are readily accessible through the software system, enabling test parameter adjustments ‘on the fly.’ The system architecture and software allow for the utilization of different calibrations performed on the same sensor, which can be saved and imported to the system as needed. This allows one sensor to be reconfigured in a variety of characterization arrangements. Users can select not only the sensing range, but also the sensor analog output type from eight selections, including options for voltage, current, or frequency.

Proven reliability.
Because Honeywell’s TMS 9250 is a non-contact system for torque measurement, it’s not only low maintenance but more reliable. Its design also results in fewer sensor and instrumentation wiring issues.

FCC, CE and EMC compliant.
The TMS 9250 complies with all regulatory standards for safe RF emission standards and will not cause RF interference with other equipment.
ENGINE/TRANSMISSION APPLICATIONS
The Honeywell TMS 9250 provides improved, exceptional torque measurement in a variety of automotive and heavy equipment applications, including powertrain, engine, transmission, driveshaft and rear axle differential testing; brake, wheel hub, drive wheels and continuous track; dynamometers, engine diagnostics, cold engine, and oil/water pump testing.

ENGINE TESTING
The TMS 9250 is engineered to accurately measure torque while operating in extremely harsh environments, such as jet engine testing. It may also be used to verify jet engine performance after assembly or maintenance.

AEROSPACE AND ALTERNATIVE ENERGY APPLICATIONS
Digital telemetry is the latest technology to be utilized for accurate torque measurement in applications for the aerospace and alternative energy industries, such as jet engine/turbine testing; wind power gearbox and torsion blade testing; propeller testing, turn up/turn down gear box testing; industrial motor/generator testing; and auxiliary component efficiency testing.

TMS 9250 Applications
- Powertrain testing: engine, engine diagnostics, cold engine, transmission, driveshaft, and rear axle differential
- Dynamometer
- Brakes
- Wheel hub
- Drive wheels
- Continuous track, heavy equipment
- Oil and water pump testing
- Jet engine/turbine testing
- Wind power gearbox and torsion blade testing; propeller testing
- Turn up/turn down gear box testing
- Industrial motor/generator testing
- Auxiliary component efficiency testing
**WARRANTY/REMEDY**

Honeywell warrants goods of its manufacture as being free of defective materials and faulty workmanship during the applicable warranty period. Honeywell’s standard product warranty applies unless agreed to otherwise by Honeywell in writing; please refer to your order acknowledgment or consult your local sales office for specific warranty details. If warranted goods are returned to Honeywell during the period of coverage, Honeywell will repair or replace, at its option, without charge those items that Honeywell, in its sole discretion, finds defective. **The foregoing is buyer’s sole remedy and is in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied, including those of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. In no event shall Honeywell be liable for consequential, special, or indirect damages.**

While Honeywell may provide application assistance personally, through our literature and the Honeywell web site, it is buyer’s sole responsibility to determine the suitability of the product in the application. Specifications may change without notice. The information we supply is believed to be accurate and reliable as of this writing. However, Honeywell assumes no responsibility for its use.
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**FOR MORE INFORMATION**

Honeywell Sensing and Internet of Things services its customers through a worldwide network of sales offices and distributors. For application assistance, current specifications, pricing, or the nearest Authorized Distributor, visit sensing.honeywell.com or call:

- International  +815 618 3231
- USA/Canada  +302 327 8920
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